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THE VERY BEST OF LONDON BUSES
THROUGH THE AGES

A RALLY, AN OPEN DAY, A RUNNING DAY

A SPECIAL EVENT TO CELEBRATE THE OPENING
OF THE NEW LONDON BUS MUSEUM

SUNDAY 23 OCTOBER 2011
10am to 5pm

Featuring the eras of the horse-buses, the early motor-buses, the roaring
‘20s, the stream-lined ‘30s, post-war standardisation, rear-engined buses,

de-regulation, low-floor buses, and today’s hybrids

Up to 80 visiting buses on display
Open day in the Museum

Network of local bus (red & green) and coach services using historic
buses

462 service from Weybridge Station
 Ccollectors’ market in the Museum

Museum shop open with limited-edition models
Programme & timetable available on the day

Entry includes Brooklands Museum attractions

Admission free to card-carrying LBPT Members, £10 to non-members,
£5.50 for children 5-16, £8 to card-carrying members of LOTS and LTM

Friends, £9 other concessions.

By public transport to Weybridge Station and then 462 service to the
Museum. By car to Brooklands Museum car-park via Mercedes-Benz

World, Brooklands Drive, Weybridge, Surrey KT13 0QN. (There will be
no visitor vehicle entry from Brooklands Road.)
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PLEASE SUPPORT THE COBHAM
FUNDRAISERS

BY DONATING YOUR SURPLUS
TRANSPORT ITEMS

We want your enamel signs and plates, badges, destination blinds, ticket
machines, maps, timetables, books, slides and photos, EFE/Corgi models and

other ephemera - preferably London Transport.

We can turn that into cash and all the money raised is put directly into Museum
funds.

IF YOU'RE REDUCING YOUR COLLECTION, HELP YOUR MUSEUM BY
CONTACTING:

Melvin Phillips on 01342 315177 or melvinphillips@btinternet.com
or

Bob Bailey on 01483 824006 or bailey.bunch16@ntlworld.com

OUTINGS BY BUS

OXFORD BUS MUSEUM OPEN DAY
Sunday 16th OCTOBER

As a change from the Isle of Wight RP 90 will depart Weybridge Station at
09.00hrs.and arrive back approx 18.00hrs.

Fare £20.00, payable to L.B.P.T.ltd.
Send all cheques to Alan Heasman at

5 The Mill,Whittets Ait, Jessamy Road, Weybridge.Surrey.KT13 8LE
This Green Line gives a comfortable ride but seats are limited as it is a single

decker, so book early to save disapointment.

To reserve a seat to this popular event email
alanheasman@fsmail.net.and confirm with your cheque

A.S.A.P.afterwards.
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Front and back cover photos:
Front, the new museum is open for business on a daily basis, with visitors being
welcomed by one of the many volunteers. - Peter Zabek
Back, a last look back at our old home, RT1 prepares to leave for the last time.
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From the cab……

Autumn beckons as I write this short piece for our ever popular magazine
and the new Museum building has been open to the public for just over a
month.
Initial observations are very encouraging with most days during the school
holidays attracting good attendances and producing enthusiastic feedback.
On one day during this opening period over 600 visitors enjoyed the
London Bus Museum experience (notice how easy it is to move into
professional museum speak!).

The smooth opening period would not have happened without Steve
Edmunds organising a robust rota of Duty Managers, stewards and
receptionists. How resplendent they look in their red (LT hue?) shirts!
Steve would like to have even more people to add to the list, so please get
in touch with him.

On the practical side there is a lot of fitting out to still to be completed but
David Kinnear and his team are well into their stride.

As we enter the autumn period there is the Annual General Meeting
(AGM) to look forward to! Our AGMs are never dull and although we have
to operate in accordance with the rules governing company AGMs there is
always good humour (well almost always). Please try and come along but if
you are unable to do please fill in the proxy forms so that democracy can
prevail.

At the time of writing two Trustees have resigned their positions, Tony Lay
is starting a new business venture that will need his full attention and
Michael Wickham has stood down for personal reasons. Both Michael and
Tony have contributed enormously to the management of the Trust and
we wish them both well and hope they will be able to return to roles in the
future. In the meantime they have offered to help in whatever ways their
circumstances permit. Michael has also relinquished his position as
Chairman of the trading company – Cobham Bus Museum Ltd. His
successor will be announced at the AGM
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Tony Lay has agreed to continue organising the first LBM Brooklands event
on 23 October. We have been promised a number of special and
interesting vehicles to attend. Please do support this first event. Richard
Jones (our shop maestro) will have a special EFE model of a red RF on a
local route.

In the last issue I mentioned a possible new acquisition for the Trust
collection. This is RLH 53. The bus, along with two sister vehicles 69 and
71 is currently crossing the USA from Oregon to the port of Baltimore.
From there the buses will be bound for Liverpool, This trio last worked in
Dalston in 1971 and it is fitting that 40 years later they should be returning.
The journey has not been without pitfalls and red tape but I hope that by
the next time I write 53 will be safely at LBM.

I would also like to warmly welcome two Honorary Vice Presidents to the
Trust. Peter Hendy and Leon Daniels. Peter as TFL Commissioner and
Leon as TFL Surface Transport Director will bring enthusiasm and vast
experience to the Trust going forward. We are very pleased that they were
both able to accept our invitations to take on these roles.

Peter Duplock Chairman of LBPT

THE ACQUISITION FUND NEEDS
YOUR SUPPORT

The purchase of RLH53 has drained the Fund to zero - although that’s exactly
what it’s for! Now please help to rebuild the Fund and enable your museum to

continue to fill those important gaps in the London Bus Collection.

Contribute to the Fund and then, when that elusive RTW or roofbox RT
becomes available (or something equally interesting), the Trust will be able to

move quickly to secure it.

USE THE ENCLOSED FORM TO CONTRIBUTE
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Editorial                                                                            Dave Jones

After what seemed like a long wait the dream has finally become reality and the
Trust’s valuable collection has a new purpose built home in which buses can be
displayed and explained to visitors.  No longer will enthusiasts have to rely on a
few special event days to look at the collection as the Cobham Hall, like the rest
of the site, is open 363 days a year.   This will provide a new set of challenges for
the Trust, but the biggest has now been achieved and the coming years will seem
less fraught for those at the helm, to whom much is owed.

As this is the first edition after the opening, the opportunity has been taken to
rename the magazine and update the style a little, which I hope will meet with your
approval.

The last edition’s cover caused a slight stir as RT 1 was seen to be “improperly
dressed”.  I can assure readers that this was simply how it had been left after its
last outing and not the permanent display style.

I am pleased to introduce a new feature, kicked off by Barry LeJeune, of mini-
biographies explaining how an interest in buses has shaped lives and careers.  I
hope that our new Hon. Vice Presidents, Messrs Hendy and Daniels, will be able
to supply pieces by way of introduction (not so subtle hint!).  We also have an
interesting item on RLHs, nicely timed for the arrival of the Trust’s newest bus.

Don’t forget the AGM, where those who have steered us to this point can bask in
some well deserved glory.

Not since 1972 has the shed been so empty.  Peter Zabek
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ITEMS FOR THE MAGAZINE
Contributions in the way of photographs or articles are always welcome.  Please send them to:

David Jones
3 Epping Close, Romford, Essex RM7 8BH

or e-mail to NEW ADDRESS: magazine@lbpt.org
Text  in Word, or any  .doc format or typed,
pictures in jpeg (min 512Mb),  slide or print.

Please send pictures separate from text, as they don’t reproduce well if copied from a Word
Document.

Slides or prints will be returned.
Please ensure your name and contact details are on each item.

NEXT COPY DATE
WEDNESDAY 16 NOVEMBER 2011

Membership Report             Debbie Morris Membership Manager

Direct Debit forms, member detail forms can all be downloaded from the LBPT
website.

For members who joined in May, June, July your 2012 card should arrive with this
magazine unless you picked it up @ the member’s day. If you do not get your card
then please contact the museum and leave a message for either me or Steve
Edmonds

Lastly a warm welcome to the following new members who have joined since the
last issue of the magazine

1633  Doug Cheshire   Ickenham

1634  Sally Mayne   Feltham

1635  Mr M Fielden   Paulton, Bristol

1636  Neil Edwards   Halstead

1637  Malcolm Peck   Wantage

1638  Derek Adams   Walthamstow

1639  Robert Emmans   Herne Bay

1640  David Shailes   Ealing

1641F  Alun Mitchel   Earley  Reading

1642F  William Jones   Bussage, Stroud.

1644  Roger Jameson   Holloway

1645  Mike Sutcliffe   Totternhoe, Dunstable
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 Membership Update

By Steve Edmonds - Membership Trustee

Our annual subscriptions have remained static for a number of years and have
represented excellent value for LBPT members. However, as you know we must
phase in increases to align our rates with Brooklands’ since we now enjoy the
benefits of access to both Museums.

We currently offer three categories of annual membership for new members
which are identical to Brooklands’ as follows: Single adult: £30, Couples: £45 and
Family (two adults and up to three children under 16): £50.

The increase will be spread over two years, starting in January 2012 and
subsequently with effect from the date of your next renewal, as follows:

Individual: up by £5 to £25 in 2012 and to £30 in 2013
Couples: up by £7.50 to £37.50 in 2012 and to £45 in 2013
Family: up by £10 to £40 in 2012 and to £50 in 2013

If your membership number has the suffix “F”, please inform Debbie Morris
whether you wish to apply for couples or family membership with your next
renewal and remit the appropriate amount. Please note that we no longer send
out reminders about renewals so make sure you know your renewal date and get
in touch at the appropriate time. If you don’t renew within one month of your
renewal date your membership will be deemed to have lapsed.

We continue to accept cheques from existing members. If you pay by Standing
Order please ensure that you tell your bank to increase the payment by the
required amount in good time. The five hundred or so members who pay by
Direct Debit (DD) will receive the required notice of the increases.

If you don’t currently pay by DD, please consider signing up; it makes our job
easier and the renewal process more secure. New members are required to
complete a Direct Debit authorisation.

The usual reminders: Please tell us about changes to your contact details,
particularly to email and give us your email address if we don’t already have it.
Also remember that you can access the Members’ area on the web site by
entering your membership number followed by your Post Code (no gaps).
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Restoration                                                           Roger Stagg

No report in the last magazine for the somewhat obvious reason that the
move from Redhill Rd to Brooklands had for all intents and purposes caused
any restoration to cease.

Indeed there is little to report on this occasion either as the move and the
somewhat extensive task of finding a home for everything has taken up all
the time of our willing volunteers.

The good news is that UMP227 is now in the new workshop with its
dedicated area and room to move. Work has now recommenced and
noticeable progress should be visible by the date of the AGM. Not
everything had ceased in the period and the seat top rails together with the
distinctive handgrip balls have been manufactured and are now chromium
plated. Thanks go to Dave Allwood, Peter Smith, Peter Wall, and Ed Warren
for making this possible.

RT2775 is now at Ian Barrett’s premises and progressing well. Steve Bigg is
underway with reupholstering the seats and we are on target to have her
back on the road to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the USA trip.

TD95 is also in the workshop now having its rather crusty roof rubbed
down and refurbished under Peter Goodfellows leadership. Over a year ago
it suffered a clutch failure that has not yet been rectified so now it is under
interim restoration we will get this fixed so it can return to the running fleet.

With a rather flashy new workshop we not only have the ability to get to
the vehicles properly but with our new 7-day opening we can progress to
restoration on any day of the week.  No major skills required, just
enthusiasm to restore parts of our unique collection. Currently I shall be at
the Museum on Wednesdays to welcome any member who would like to
step out of sitting in that old armchair, so why not turn up for a day and be
made welcome.
The changes in the CoM brought about by our new status and H&S issues
will mean that in the future both restoration and maintenance will come
under a single Trustee so be sure to be at the AGM to see how we will be
moving forward.
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Volunteers’ Update

By Steve Edmonds Volunteers’ Trustee

As you know all the work carried out at the Museum is done by volunteers.
In the first month of opening our new building we have had between 250 and
500 visitors per day, depending on the weather. Many families visited in the
school holidays and we have received many positive, at times glowing,
comments in the visitors’ book. Three visitors in the first three weeks of
opening were so impressed with the exhibition and what we are doing that
they applied to join the Trust.

If you are among those who have helped to make the LBM experience
enjoyable for our visitors I pay tribute to you as your contribution week in
week out has been priceless. I should like to thank you on behalf of the
Trustees and the membership for your efforts which are much appreciated.
I hope that we shall be able to recognise your efforts in a more tangible way
in future by offering you participation in special “volunteers only” events and
activities.

People volunteer for a number of reasons including the “cause” of preserving
and displaying old buses, social contact with like minded enthusiasts, being
part of a new and exciting initiative, meeting interesting people and making
good use of their acquired knowledge, skills and experience. Many volunteer
stewards have told how much they enjoy their duties and how rewarding
they have found their conversations with visitors to be.

Eighty three volunteers from the engineering, restoration and museum
display areas attended Induction training in July. All volunteers complete a
formal Agreement duly signed by LBM senior management and them with a
view to protecting both parties’ interests. This is not an Employment
Contract as the Employment Acts only apply to paid employees. However,
volunteers are afforded the protection of the Museum’s Insurances and
safeguards.

A “sweep up” Induction session for those who were unable to attend in July
will be run and this should bring numbers of trained volunteers to over
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ninety. This is encouraging and it bodes well for the future of our Museum.
We are also planning to run a First Aid course to boost the number of First
Aid trained volunteers from the present eight to twenty.

There are plenty of opportunities to volunteer at the Museum which are
listed on the LBPT web site. We are gradually setting up small teams to carry
out the many and various tasks, for example the archiving and records team.
There are a number of restoration projects in the offing. If this is your
particular interest please contact Roger Stagg who will be glad to discuss the
options available.

If you can’t get to the Museum regularly on a weekly or monthly basis there
are one off opportunities at special events like the Spring Gathering in April
and the autumn London Bus event, advertised elsewhere in this issue. I shall
be happy to send you details of LBM’s Volunteering policy and some
information about the roles and responsibilities of volunteers at the Museum
if you send me your email address.

Some advance notice for you is that I shall be issuing a Membership Survey
questionnaire with the next edition of the magazine. You may remember we
carried out a “skills audit” exercise in 2005. The objective is to find out what
skills, knowledge and experience our members possess. And to invite them
to use them through active participation in some aspect of what we do. We
need to make the most of what we have within the membership to ensure
the Museum’s continuing success in the years ahead.

So if you would prefer to be “refired” instead of just “retired” this could be
your chance to get involved with something of lasting value which also offers
you a rewarding experience. And opportunities are not there just for those
more senior ones; all ages are welcome. I give you my assurance that every
offer of help will be responded to by me personally.

We still have a vacancy for a Volunteers’ Manager. The role supports the
Volunteers’ Trustee and includes devising the monthly roster for the Museum
stewarding team, communicating with the volunteer teams and arranging
recognition events. Please get in touch with me if this opportunity appeals to
you. You can write to me at the Cobham Hall address, telephone me on
07906 587687 or email me at stephenedmonds@ymail.com for further details.
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Members’ Day 15 July 2011

Members had a chance
to see the new museum
at a special pre-opening
event.
Above, the first view
many had of the Trust’s
new home.
Right and below, Trust
buses were giving rides
to Addlestone and back.
Brooklands’ aviation links
dominate.
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Curator David
Kinnear personally
makes sure the place
is ready for visitors,
who were welcomed
by a trio of Trust
stalwarts.

Inside every need was catered
for and Chairman Peter
Duplock welcomed visitors
before directing them to David
Kinnear’s presentation.

All photos Micheal H C Baker
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Barry LeJeune recalls 60 years association with buses, in both an enthusiast and
professional capacity.

It is hard now to be clear exactly how it all started. Gerald, the older boy living next
door to our house in Ruislip, certainly played a significant role. He was a train and
bus spotter (though never a serious enthusiast) and the proud possessor of early Ian
Allan ABCs of both LT buses and the Underground. I eagerly helped him each year
with the annual chore of transferring all his underlined “spottings” from the old
ABCs to the new.

So I too was hooked, and saved up my pocket money to buy my own copies of the
all-important ABC books. I can still recall the number of the first bus I recorded: RT
208 on the 158 at Ruislip Manor station. Funny (or sad?) how details like that stick
in your memory. Our family did not have a car, so all our travel was undertaken by
bus or train. Father managed a shop in The Mall, Ealing, past which swept the
trolleybuses on route 607. Indeed, father had a road/rail season ticket permitting
travel on the 607 from Ealing Common to Ealing Broadway, as an alternative to the
District Line. He seemed to encourage my interest in transport, taking me, aged 5,
on my one and only London tram ride from Vauxhall Bridge Road in “Last Tram”
week.

Our journeys were mostly around Middlesex, for days out or to visit relatives. Two
popular Sunday
excursions
were to Ruislip
Lido, when a
convoy of extra
buses would be
waiting at
Ruislip station
for the large
crowds on a fine
day; and by
Underground
and bus (457) to
Windsor, with
vehicles drafted
in from garages

Elms Coaches ex Maidstone & District Harrington Contender on the
98B at Ruislip in  August 1968.  This bus was featured in an advert for
Commer.

16
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around the system
(both red and green)
to operate non-stop,
again to move the
heavy crowds.

I quickly began to
appreciate the unusual:
green RTs on route 97
when this route was
first extended from
Greenford to Ruislip in
place of the single-
deckers (Ts) on the
211; the long garage
journeys to and from

Uxbridge on the 225, which passed my primary school in Eastcote Road, normally
served by route 220 (later 98B); a daily run by an LT publicity van, which passed the
school regularly during the afternoon break; and RLHs on route 230, observed at
Rayners Lane on visits to an aunt and uncle, who never fully understood why I was
such a keen visitor!

Some trips involved the use of the cheap Sunday morning maximum fare (of one
shilling, if I remember correctly). Hounslow by 98 was a frequent choice, to visit yet
more aunts and uncles; as was the 187 from South Harrow to Hampstead for a
picnic. As I grew older, I started to undertake longer trips on my own or with
friends, using Red, Green (and later Twin) Rovers. Routemaster conversions of
trolleybus routes were a popular objective; though with youthful interest in the new,
we went to see the Routemasters, not the trolleybuses, which seems odd in
hindsight. The trips to Central London usually included a visit to the Travel Enquiry
Office at 55 Broadway, to plead with the formidable, and (to me) elderly ladies
behind the counter on the ground floor for a full set of up-to-date maps. Little did I
know then of the significant role the Travel Information Service would play in my
later professional life!

I decided, leaving grammar school aged 17, that University was not for me, and I
looked around for a potential employer. BEA was a strong candidate, as their HQ
was at South Ruislip; and so too was the International Shipping Division of BR, where
I thought I might use the foreign languages I had studied to A-level. But an interview
with LT brought forth an immediate job offer, which I accepted. So 4th September
1963 saw me starting work at the entry grade of Class B clerk, at a salary of £485.

RT 1795 on route 158 at Harrow (David Ruddom collection)

17
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(Another detail
which is stuck
firmly in the
memory!)

Every September
found LT taking
on board a
number of
school-leavers
and fitting them
in to the
vacancies that
existed at the
time. This was
something of a
lottery, in that
you could end up
in Accounts, Traffic Audit or Bus Schedules (not quite as exciting as it sounds) – all
vital tasks, but not the most exciting. I was lucky. I was allocated to the Operational
Research Office, which sought, by observation and simulation, to assess the
operational effects of various new projects and plans. These included the effects of
one-way traffic schemes on bus journey times; the value of BESI bus tracking to
service control; and the plans to introduce, experimentally, front-entrance buses.

For the latter project, I was asked if I would be prepared, with two or three other
colleagues, to spend a week away from home timing passengers on and off both
rear- and front-entrance buses in Liverpool. Bristol and Glasgow. For a young lad of
17, who had never been further north than Watford, this was an incredible
opportunity. Out of that work, came the initial order for the 50 Atlanteans and eight
Fleetlines.

Another fascinating research project was designed to assess the potential readership
of the adverts on the sides of buses. This involved following a randomly selected
number of scheduled buses with an RT specially equipped on the top deck with a
camera to photograph passers-by on the pavement.

In 1965, I secured a promotion to the Public Relations Office, handling public
comments (mostly complaints!) from the travelling public on all that LT did. It was
to become the area of activity – later called Customer Services - in which I would
spend much of my ongoing career. It was in a later return to Public Relations that I

Orpington & District ex M&D Atlantean on the 857 at East Croydon,
July 1977

18
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first met the esteemed editor of this publication, also engaged in what was
euphemistically called “letter-writing”.

Next came the opportunity to broaden my experience on the general management
training scheme. At that time (1967 to 1969) LT still had Country Buses and
Coaches, and I was fortunate to spend most of my training with that department. I
was a conductor at Reigate for three months, mostly on the longer-distance routes:
405, 406 and 414, still then RT operated. More repetitive (eight times round South
Park on a duty) was the 430 Redhill to Reigate local route. That tedium was
sometimes offset by a sight of Reigate’s then famous resident – Cliff Michelmore –
alongside whose house in West Street the buses on route 430 temporarily parked
between trips. I once overheard some decidedly non-BBC language emanating from
Mr.M. when my 430 driver mistakenly parked the bus right outside the Michelmore’s
front door! Bus work was balanced by one week on the 711 Green Line – a
relatively unchallenging job, except on Monday mornings when weekly tickets had
to be issued. The coach roster included add-on peak-time bus work, to make use of
available crews and vehicles, on the 424 and other local services. Of particular
interest was the one morning and evening duty on the RLH, which was allocated to
RG mostly for peak-hour extras on the otherwise RF-worked 447 between Redhill
station and Merstham, Delabole Road.

Completion of training in 1969 saw me appointed to a post in the LT Commercial
Office, just before the hive-off of Country Buses and Coaches to the NBC. My

responsibilities
included the
road service
licensing
section, which
authorised
other
operators’
services within
the Greater
London area.
There was a
surprising
number of
these - some
500 in total –
mostly special
schools andRLH 63 on the 230 at Rayners Lane in July 1969
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works services,
but a few regular
bus services too.
My former local
route 98B was
one of those.
Abandoned by
LT, it saw a raft
of different
operators – Elms
Coaches, Atlas,
Thamesmead
Motor Services
to mention just a
few – before
settling down to
operation by
Elmtree. Then there was Orpington and District. This small firm grasped the
opportunity to provide a service when LT declined to introduce a bus of its own to
Forestdale Estate; from that small “acorn” was eventually to grow the large “oak
tree” of Metrobus!

In 1974, I was promoted to a senior position in the Public Relations Office where,
in one shape or form, I was destined to stay for the following 26 years of my career.
The title varied over time to reflect contemporary practice: Public Relations,
Passenger Liaison and (finally) Customer Services, initially with the long-established
“Officer” as a suffix, then “Head of” as a prefix.

There were happy times, rewarding times, frustrating times and sad times
(especially, the aftermath of the tragic King’s Cross fire). In the former categories
came the activities to celebrate 50 years of London Transport in 1983, with a
programme of garage and depot open days; the grand gala weekend at Chiswick and
Acton; a concert at the Royal Festival Hall, attended by HRH Prince Michael of Kent;
and even a specially commissioned composition from Carl Davies inspired by bus
route 31. Also rewarding was my long association with the LT Travel Information
Service, comprising then of the 222 1234 telephone bureau and the network of
Travel Information Centres, which expanded considerably during my tenure of
office. Independently conducted research demonstrated very clearly the positive
effects the TIS had on travel generation - a fact which later supported the
development of nationwide public transport information services by phone and
internet.

RT 638 on route 405 at Crawley
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Frustrating times included the disproportionate opposition that was voiced when LT
sought to introduce buses along roads, and into areas, previously unserved. Ascot
Gardens on the 193 in Hornchurch, Hythe Avenue in Bexleyheath (422) and many
more all saw vigorous opposition from car-owners who claimed they never travelled
by bus, with seldom a thought for less-fortunate neighbours who might. To its
credit, LT was dismissive of such nimbyism (unless there were road safety factors
affecting the proposed routeing); the new services were introduced, often on an
initial experimental basis, and usually proved very successful, to the extent that
withdrawal would probably have caused even more furore than the service’s
introduction.

Alongside this professional career, I have maintained a strong enthusiast interest in
most forms of transport, including active involvement in many societies. I was
chairman of the Omnibus Society for 27 years, stepping down from that position in
June 2011. I joined the Committee of the London Transport Museum Friends in
1993, becoming Chairman in 2010. Although a more recent member of LBPT, my
association with Cobham goes back to the very early days. When the premises were
first acquired, I was part owner of the Southern National Dennis Ace (3650: YD
9533), the restoration of which my fellow owners and I completed at Cobham. I
recall many Sundays on my back underneath the bus, painting silver the underside -
and large parts of the Cobham concrete floor. As Cobham moves to Brooklands, I
look forward to it developing a closer relationship with the London Transport
Museum and its Friends.

Boroline Maidstone 422 (a Leyland National hired from London Country North East)
catches the evening sun in Hythe Avenue January 1989
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Move to Brooklands                                                     Roger Stagg

Well we are there now and on August 1st the doors opened to a flood of
general public.

Technically my involvement ended when we took over the building but of
course it continues whilst we try to find homes for all or stores and
equipment and we iron out the things that don’t work properly or we
failed to really know what we wanted. The change from Redhill Rd is so
extreme we are in essence starting afresh. Without the work of Gerry Job
and his teams it would never have been possible.

Most of the teething troubles are now behind us but little niggles keep
popping up to bite us. Nevertheless we have a brand new and larger
canteen, which over the coming 6 weeks will be fully kitted out now that
hands are a little cleaner. Add that to the pleasure of having decent toilet
and washing facilities and we find our working conditions so much im-
proved.

We have been suffering with problems of heat build up on hot days,
somewhat contrary to being frozen and damp at Redhill Rd. The problems
are being addressed as we feel our feet. On the positive side we never
need to turn the lights on during opening hours.

My side of this operation is thankfully after nearly ten years falling away and
since we took occupation the poisoned chalice has been passed to Curator
David Kinnear to provide us with the display, and what a display it is. David
still has someway to go but you only need to see what he has achieved
already to know just how good it will be by early 2012. As such this will
be my final report on “Move to Brooklands”. The project has been a
frustrating one at times but the end has justified the means. I hope that all
of you despite some reservations will see that what has been achieved has
secured the future.

My sadness is that Bill Cottrell an avid supporter of the proposal to move
did not survive to see it come to fruition. No doubt he is looking down
from his current “East wing” and saying—“At last”

Opened for business
on 1st August, Peter
Zabek’s photos show
that this is real
museum, from which
visitors can learn
about the exhibits as
well as admire them.
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Now Open to the Public

Opened for business
on 1st August, Peter
Zabek’s photos show
that this is real
museum, from which
visitors can learn
about the exhibits as
well as admire them.
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The detailed timeline of early bus development
The clean and tidy restoration and service bus parking area.
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The workshop area
provides good
conditions for
restoration and
maintenance, made
easier by the use of
new vehicle lifts.
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Introducing the

London Bus Lottery
A new scheme to raise money for the Museum with some audience
participation.

The London Bus Lottery is a quarterly draw which returns 50% of the funds in
prizes, so the more we get to play, the bigger the prizes and the more towrds
the Museum and the vehicles.  We can’t guarantee to make anyone a
millionaire, nor can we get Jenny Faulkner to pick the winners but, on the
other hand the odds of winning something are much better than the national
game.

The draw is open to all comers so tell your friends and family,  more members,
bigger prizes and more prizes. You can buy as many subscriptions as you like!

The main information.

The lottery is four times a year. to coincide with publishing the results
in the Museum Magazine
The subscription will be quarterly by standing order
The cost is £9 per quarter.
Prize fund is 50% of the total subscription pool available at each quarter

Prizes are:

 First prize  40% of the prize fund
 Second prize   20% of the prize fund
 Third, fourth, fifth and sixth prizes
                      10% of the prize fund

How to join.
There’s a form (of course) and some small print because it’s a lottery
registered with Elmbridge Borough Council.

The form and rules are on the website LBPT.org, or contact me and I’ll send
them.
Email lottery@lbpt.org or write to 5 Middle Mead RG27 9TE or text to 07866
502500 with your details.

Looking forward to hearing from you. - And good luck
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Evadne at Hampton Court Palace                     Simon Douglas Lane

A friend of mine of long standing from Hampton attends the Chapel Royal
for all the services and they are all held after the order of the Book of
Common Prayer  f rom 1662  so  there  i s  no  modern i t y  a l lowed .  I t
seemed qu i te  appropriate therefore for an old girl rising 60 on 3rd April
2012 to be invited to take the wedding guests from Hampton Court Palace
to Teddington on the occasion of my friend's daughter getting married on the
11th June at the Chapel Royal. The first hurdle was to gain permission for access
to the Palace through the main gates and this was duly granted after a great deal
of bureaucracy and form filling: the main gates are quite a challenge not least
for their width and the interesting embellishments on top of each pillar which
bend inwards at the top: you will be pleased to hear that entrance and exit were
successfully accomplished!

Geoff Hudspith made up a set of blinds on Blue Express material and the effect
can be seen in the photograph. The other two "via" blinds were given to
bride and groom to remind them of the day. After the many photographs
from bridal party and Palace visitors alike, we were ready to depart: the
security guard on duty was especially interested in Evadne as he is a part owner
of a Bristol RE now garaged in South East London.

The exit from Hampton Court Palace was as nothing compared to the other
end where the promise to leave the car park clear at the Tamesis Yacht Club
had sadly been forgotten! Once committed there is no turning back and so
after a 9 point turn Evadne was ready for the trip back home, and as
we neared base, the heav-
ens opened! One thing I
can tell you is that the
number of people that
came and talked to me
during the hour I waited
for the guests was phe-
nomenal and the possibil-
ity of visiting Brooklands
with the added incentive of
the London Bus Museum be-
ing open from August 2012
makes me confident that
we will have a lot of visi-
tors which can only be a
good thing for the future.
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Letters

From Phill Cruise

With regard to Grahame Lockyer and Peter Wall’s letters concerning the possible
livery for STL 2093, Cobham has a history of painting it’s vehicles in the “wrong”
coplours and this is almost a standing joke among some members.  I agree with
Peter’s comments, maybe a compromise would be painting 2093 back into its 1949
livery variation (cream upper deck window surrounds and central band) but with
the main colour green, rather than red.  Having been brought up in my early years
in Dartford where we had a lot of green roofbox STLS, I would love to see it in
this livery.

I agree with Phil Vince’s comment on the Borismaster being unable to fill the
Routemaster vacuum.  However, it would make a brilliant trolleybus!

Repainting debate Clive Lawrence.

If I may add to the debate over whether STL2093 should be painted green,
perhaps-as a museum-the lead should be taken from the aviation sphere.

Many, if not the majority, of historic airframes from war-birds to airliners are
'painted to represent...'. This is quite candid, and seemingly very few people get
upset about it. The simple fact is that, to the viewing public, an airframe in
appropriate colours will be more interesting than perhaps it would be wearing its
own historic livery.

Although the budgets involved are at polar opposites to the bus scene, the
aviation world is also far less shy about replicas and there are now even 'new
build' Me262s and FW190s on the air-show circuit. Again, it is done candidly and
no-one minds. However, I can just imagine the sniffy pooh-poohing that would
greet, for example, a replica of RTC 1, no matter how accurate and well presented.

Unfortunately, I fear that the bus enthusiast movement is perhaps a bit too
obsessed with its own superior knowledge, after all there are still people who
are determined that RT1 as we know it should carry the bonnet number RT1420
and be referred to as such.

Please, paint STL2093 green, letter it as one of the others, and say 'This is what
we've done, it looks lovely, and now you can ride on a green STL.’
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Another Part of Chiswick Still With Us

The loudspeakers that Rod Lucas has refurbished and installed in ‘The Cobham
Hall’ originated in the works canteen of Chiswick works.  Rod says he worked
at Chiswick right to the end and when the canteen was being demolished, asked
if he could buy the two small column speakers that were on the wall in the
canteen, as he wanted them for his local village hall.  A price for such was agreed
with the site manager and after payment, he  was given a receipt and told to go
back to the canteen where the site foreman would arrange removal of the
speakers.  On returning to the canteen the foreman said that site manager has
‘phoned him and said he could have all of the speakers for that price, if not they
were destined for the skip.  From memory (remember it was back in 1992) I
think that there eight in all and each had four or five 12” speakers within  so
quite a weight, they being constructed of ¾ “ plywood with suitable damping
material.  Some he gave away, some were cut down and used at Redhill Road
and some put in store.  The store ones have been cut down to be like the
originals so each cabinet has one quite powerful 12” speaker in it.  All have been
refurbished with new grilles and fitted with new matching transformers.

So you may ask how did he transform all these large items to his home?  Quite
easy really when you are doing road tests with buses, M597 came to the rescue,
the one with the Maxwell gearbox that had recently failed, been repaired and
needed road testing.  Rod lives on the old country Kingston to Redhill 406
route which was one of the approved test routes.

This happening is mentioned in his book ‘Shades of Green and Red’  He
remembers that when his wife saw the bus parked outside on the grass verge
and he and his assistant Wally getting off it, she said to her friend “now what
are those two up to”?

The views expressed in the “Cobham Bus Museum Magazine” are those

of individual contributors. They are not necessarily the views of the

London Bus Preservation Trust Ltd, its Council of Management, Cobham

Bus Museum Ltd, its Directors or the editor.

Photographs and articles in this magazine are copyright and can only be

reproduced with the written consent of the respective authors or owners.
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Hawaiian Exiles                                                        Brian A L Jones

At a time when news of the repatriation of three ex-London Transport (LT) RLH
(Regent Low Height) class (1) buses from north western USA is creating interest
among enthusiasts, it may be appropriate to relate a darker tale that doomed four
other members of the class.

The RLHs always had an attraction for overseas buyers once their useful service
in the UK had been completed. The AEC/Weymann combination first and
foremost looked like every foreigner’s idea of a London Bus. The reduced bridge
standard maximum clearance in many countries, compared with that in the UK,

further increased the appeal as the
RLHs could be driven, with
reasonable caution, almost
anywhere.

This is the story of four members
of the class that were sold in 1971
to the Bernice P Bishop Museum of
Honolulu, Hawaii. Their purchase,
preparation and departure from
the UK was coordinated by
London Bus Preservation Group
(LBPG) members. The late Alan
Allmey, at that time the Honorary
Secretary of the organisation,
contributed a photographic
record of events, partly
reproduced on these pages. Much
of the information for this article

is taken from the LBPG’s Newsletter for mid-January 1972.

The buses concerned were RLHs nos. 26, 33, 36 and 47, all of which had been
delivered to London Transport in green country bus livery in October 1952 from
Weymann’s factory at Addlestone. One, RLH26, initially served at LT’s Addlestone
Garage, only just down the road.

While the RLHs had spent their working lives in green (2), (and LT did not swap
the class’s bodies on overhaul, as it did with some other classes) the Hawaiian
client naturally wanted them finished in London Red. Other requirements were

RLHs 33 and 47 undergo final checks inside LT’s
Bow Garage
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the fitting of marker lights
around the roof, double-dip
headlights, twin rear tail and
stop lights and the modification
of the directional flasher units
to operate simultaneously in
an emergency (shades of the
future!). The following LBPG
members, were closely
involved with overseeing the
necessary fettling, modifying
and dispatch of the vehicles:-
Donald Allmey, Maurice
Bateman, Bill Cotterell, Dave
Kriesler, David Pring and John
Warner, while LPC
Coachworks of Hounslow had
been responsible for some of
the modifications, repairs and

repainting of the buses to accord with the LBPG’s requirements.

The four vehicles assembled at LT’s Bow (BW) bus garage before setting out
together for delivery to Harwich by 19 January 1972. They were driven to that
port within the day. After crossing the North Sea, the buses set sail for the Pacific
on the MV Ragnhild from Antwerp, Belgium on 25 January.

Following delivery in Hawaii,
the RLHs were employed on
non-fare-paying trips that
linked the downtown hotel
district of Honolulu with
popular tourists attractions,
including, not surprisingly,
the Bernice P Bishop
Museum. RLH47 was the
first to be withdrawn from
service after being seriously
damaged by the falling bough

A rather dusty RLH33 pauses on trade plates after the
initial ministrations of LBPG members. The US roof
running lights and direction indicators have been
installed prior to its visit to LPC Coachworks for
repainting.

Ready to go, the RLHs are lined
up at Fairfield Road,Bow.
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of a banyan (or in
some accounts
Norfolk Pine)
tree. That bus

and subsequently RLH36 then provided spare parts to keep the other two in
operation. The lack of local maintenance expertise and corrosion, no doubt
assisted by the salty climate, took their toll. By 1984 the remaining buses had been
removed from service and the four buses were sold to a local scrap dealer, John
Webber’s Auto Wreckers at Kailua, and broken up.

Notes

1 The RLH Class were post WWII double deck low height buses that had
not been closely specified by London Transport, although mechanically
they shared many similarities with the AEC RT class vehicles. In fact the
first 20 of the class were diverted from intended delivery to the Midland
General Omnibus Company, as surplus to requirements, by the British

RLH 47 takes on
board its final
draught of British
diesel. Note that
the radiator badge
remains uncom-
promisingly in
Country Area
green.

Awaiting the call to board in the Harwich Port truck park.
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Transport Commission and delivered between May and July 1950. The
remaining 56 members of the class, which had minor differences in
specification, were delivered between October and December 1952.
Most were allocated for country area services, but the final 23 were
delivered in red livery for Central Area Routes.

While the preserved members of the class are always greeted warmly
when they appear on “running days”, the RLHs had serious shortcomings.
The upstairs seating layout had a sunken gangway on the offside that
provided access to a series of four person seats. The reduced height
above the seats meant that even persons of modest height had to adopt
a hunched stance to sit or rise, with a high probability of striking their
head on the low ceiling while doing so. Once seated, the window height
made viewing the passing scene difficult, with the possibility of missing
one’s stop. Also if a passenger on the nearside wished to depart the seat
before their travelling companions difficult contortions were necessary to
release them, an exercise made even more challenging if the conductor
was trying to collect fares on the upper deck! The rear axle suspension
provided a very solid contact with the road ensuring that passengers were
aware of every small road irregularity along the route. Finally, smoking
was still permitted (indeed it often seemed to be compulsory) on the
upper deck, which, with reduced air volume against a “standard” double
deck bus, ensured that a nicotine heavy atmosphere was continuously
maintained. (These are personal recollections from my youth when I

An atmospheric sunset
shot of Five RLHs lined up
after delivery to Harwich.
The front one, RLH 53,
with a rather fanciful front
blind display, however, had
been prepared by another
company and was leaving
the UK for delivery to a
client in California (see
note 3). The line of cars,
on the right, appear to be
Vauxhall Vivas for export.
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travelled on the 230 route linking Rayner’s Lane and Northwick Park
Stations in North West Middlesex.

2. In service garage allocations of the four vehicles were as follows:-

26 10/52-12/63 WY, 1/64-7/70 GF, 8/70-2/71 GR

33 10/52- 8/55 GF, 8/55-12/55 RD, 2/56-10/57 EG, 10/57-5/64 EG,
8/64-10/65
MA, 10/65-1/66 GR, 1/66-7/70 GF, 8/70-1/71 GR

36 10/52-11/54 GD, 11/64-10/65 MA, 10/65-1/66 GR, 1/66-7/70 WY,
8/70-1/71
GR

47 10/52-3/58 MA, 3/58-4/58 GD, 4/58-11/58 WY, 11/58-5/64 GF,
5/64-11/64
GD, 11/64-7/70 WY, 8/70-1/71 GR

Garage Codes related to above allocations are as follows :

EG East Grinstead, GD Godstone, GF Guildford, GR Garston (note these
RLHs were only stored here, not used in service) MA Amersham, WY
Addlestone.

3 Need for low height buses waned in LT’s operating areas as many low
bridges were modified to allow clearance for standard height vehicles
and, in other cases, routes were operated by high capacity single deck
buses, resulting in the withdrawal of RLHs despite having considerable
useful life remaining. The RLHs to be repatriated are nos. 53 (see sunset
photo above), 69 and 71, which were due to be shipped from Baltimore,
Maryland, after rail transportation across the USA at around the time this
article was prepared.

4 All the photographs reproduced above are the copyright of the London
Bus Museum, Cobham Hall, Brooklands, Surrey, and should not be
reproduced without permission.
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THE ACQUISITION FUND                            Michael Wickham

As you will have read in this issue, the Museum has now acquired RLH 53 and
so the Acquisition Fund has passed its first big test. The total cost of the bus,
including shipping, was around £16,500 and the Fund provided £9,500 with a
snap appeal to Members providing the balance. Despite the very generous and
speedy response to a quick “RLH53 Appeal”, it is clear that the bus could not
have been acquired without the contributions which have been made in recent
months to the Acquisition Fund. This is why the Fund was started and the
Trustees are most grateful to the Members who have supported it.

Of course, the Fund has now been completely drained! Some of you have
generously committed to monthly payments which will allow it to build again
but this will be a slow process (less than £4,000 pa) unless more of these regular
payments, or lumps sums, are made. Back in the Winter 2010 issue of the
Magazine, when the Fund was launched, there was a list of the bus types that
would potentially grace the Collection. If you have retained this, please have a
look at it again - isn’t it mouth-watering? As the RLH case demonstrates,
opportunities tend to come up unexpectedly and then need an immediate
response. This is why having a “war chest” is so important.

So far, the Fund has been supported by just 35 members, of whom around half
have established monthly contributions. If you are one of the remaining 750
reading this, can I appeal to you to support this Fund? The acquisition of RLH53
shows that it works but we must now build the Fund up again so that we are
ready for the next opportunity. Perhaps an RTW this time, or a roofbox RT, or
something much earlier....? A monthly contribution is relatively pain-free and
will really make a difference. Please fill in the form enclosed with this Magazine
and send it in. Your contribution will really make a difference.
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Trust Acquires Historic Photographic Collection      Michael Wickham

The trustees are delighted to announce that the Trust has been able to secure the
Bernard Phillips Collection of around 240 negatives of pre-WW2 London buses.

The shots were mainly taken in the 1929-1937 period in the southern “country
area” from Sevenoaks in the east through Reigate/Redhill and over to Slough and
Windsor in the west plus a number in south London. There are also a few taken
in the “northern country” area. The collection covers K, S, NS, ADC, T, ST, LT,
Q, C, TF & STL types with East Surrey, London General Country Services and
LPTB plus a myriad of non-standard types such as Albion, Bean, Bedford, Bristol,
Commer, Dennis, Ford, Gilford, Guy, Maudslay, Morris, Saurer, Thorneycroft and
Leyland TDs & TSs etc.

Bernard Phillips was one of the very early bus enthusiasts and is believed to have
been born in 1915, growing up in the Salfords area, south of Redhill in Surrey. He
was a member of the Omnibus Society, possibly from its founding in 1929, and,
together with another OS member by the name of A V P (Jimmy) La Croix, went
on photography tours by bicycle and, later, motor-bike. It is thought that the two
photographers may have exchanged negatives on some occasions.

Upon the outbreak of the Second World War, Bernard joined the Royal Artillery
and was posted to the north of England. Later sent on troopships, first to Canada,
then to North Africa and finally to Singapore, he arrived in the Far East just as
Singapore fell to the Japanese and became a POW. Sent to work on the
construction of the Burma railway, he passed away in 1942 and is buried in what
is now Malaysia. He left a widow but no children and when his widow died in the
1970s, the negatives ended up in a flea-market in Greenwich from where they
were acquired by a railway enthusiast and have therefore fortunately survived in
good order.

The negatives are generally of good quality and, although some suffer from the
technical limitations of the time, most of are sufficient standard for publication. It
is believed that the most of them have never been printed or published although
some prints were made at some stage under the auspices of George Robbins and
the Omnibus Society and one or two of these have been reproduced in books
such as East Surrey, London Buses Before The War and The Last Years of the General.

In acquiring this collection, the Trust is fulfilling its charitable objectives and its
responsibilities as an Accredited Museum by accessioning important historical
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items that form part of the history and heritage of London’s buses. Our new
premises provide the museum with the long-term security and appropriate
environment for the conservation of film and photographic material and the
trustees hope that further acquisition opportunities will arise in this area.

Also included in the acquisition were 8 high-quality negatives of London trams
taken in 1945 by a US serviceman. As volunteer time permits, all the negatives will
be digitised so that they can be made available easily to members and to the public.
It is intended that the pictures will appear in Trust publications in due course (a
few are shown in this edition of the Magazine) and we will also arrange a “slide
show” viewing for members at Cobham Hall as soon as possible.

East Surrey 81 was a one-off: an experimental lightweight double-decker new in 1928
with a Short Bros body on an ADC 416A chassis with a Reliance engine. It was later
numbered R44 in the LPTB Country Area fleet and received a single-deck Weymann
body in 1935. It is pictured here in original condition working Reigate local route 21
in about 1932. [LBPT Ltd]
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Clark-bodied AEC Reliance R37c stands at Brixton outsde the private-hire garage in
around 1934/5. Carrying Addlestone Garage plates for Green Line route C1, this
coach was one of 9 Reliances acquired by LBPT in 1933 with the business of Batten's
Coaches. [LBPT Ltd]
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Left - DH 4, a Dodson-bodied
Dennis HV, passes along London
Road, Redhill on route 405 in
about 1935, followed by more
standard fare in the form of two
STs on the 414D and the 400.
[LBPT Ltd]

DC1 was a Dennis Ace with 20-seat Waveney body ordered by Gravesend & District
but delivered to LBPT in 1934. It is seen here when still quite new outside the Ship
Inn in Weybridge working route 438 from Addlestone Garage. The Ship is today a
Best Western hotel. [LBPT Ltd]

Leyland Cub C58 is pictured
working the 462 in the mid-1930s
and would have passed close by
to the locations of both the
Trust's former premises at Re-
dhill Road and the new building at
Brooklands. The 462 number re-
mains in use today by the Mu-
seum for the station service
during special events. [LBPT Ltd]
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LONDONS BUSES IN MINIATURE                  ALAN PURSSEY

L.B.C. NEWS

There are no new London based buses this year in the new range, apart from the
reissue of the popular L3 class trolleybus, but due to many requests Tony is
considering two reruns of London buses: the K2 Trolleybus and the very popular
ST1, next year 2012, if enough interest is shown.  So get your pre-order in now
no payment is required until the models are produced. He is also remastering the
Mann Egerton TD and T models produced some years ago.   Watch this space.

You will notice that all new models now produced will be in a grey resin, more
like a plastic.  Tony is always looking to improve the quality of his models and as
the models now being produced have increased minute detailing the producers
are using a new process to capture this detail with more accuracy. Contact
L.B.C.models 6 Appleyard, Haworth Close, Halifax, Weat Yorkshire, HX1 2NN.
I info@little-bus.com

A new part sponsor for Showbus this year, held on the 18th September, is T.T.C.
Die Cast, a retail outlet based in Derby. T.T.C has recently produced limited
editions of CMNL Enviro and a network shuttle from Hong Kong and will be
producing a special edition of the forthcoming model of the FRM Routemaster
featured carrying the first destination, route 76 to Moorgate, from Jotus. Details
and prices can be found on their website at www.ttcdiecast.com

BUS SHELTERS

John Howe’s latest models are of six bus shelters typically found in and around
London. The six shelters are two of each featuring shelters built in wood,
concrete, and metal.
Two of these
shelters can be
downloaded free via
his download page.
These would make a
good starter kit for
anyone who has
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never attempted making a card kit due to their simplicity; you just paste on a card
i.e. an old Xmas card. The picture shows the free ones on the left, concrete and
the wood version found on country services.

NORWOOD GARAGE

Opened in 1909 by the L.G.O.C. it was home to Routemasters until demolished
in 1981. This garage had a distinctive courtyard with offices alongside and over the
top.

CRAWLEY GARAGE (CY)

This has to be one of the smallest garages used by LT, originally run by East Surrey
Traction, it was built in 1929 and the vehicles were parked in an adjacent yard.

ENFIELD GARAGE (E)

 On the fringes of north London and also known as Ponders End, Enfield garage
was opened in 1928 by the L.G.O.C. and the forecourt was used as a turning circle
for Trolleybuses from 1938 until the 1950s.

SUB SFURFACEWALLING

John has produced two types of walling.  The first is found on the sub surface
stations platforms of the underground, i.e. South Kensington on the Circle Line.
The kit contains 15” of walling.  The second kit is of the retaining walling found
around the Circle Line. Spare brick paper for the retaining wall is included in this
kit. Price per kit is £8.00 and it’s ideal for underground layouts with a surface theme.

ONLINE SHOP JOHN HOWE

John has launched an online shop facility on his web-site, at the moment it features
his garage kits and bus adverts which can be ordered direct.

EFE

37801 The Single deck Routemaster RM1368, scheduled for release in the autumn,
is reported as being priced at around £35, including postage, which seems high for
a single deck model but the cost of retooling for a virtual one off model has to be
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recovered
this way.
The first
shots of the
single deck
RM have
arrived
(August)
and they

are reported as looking good, with just a little polish and adjusting needed.

 This represents the final version of Rouemaster RM1368 which was involved in
an arson attack destroying part of the upper deck. It was converted to a single
deck by LT apprentices, although it never ran in service as such and was used as a
test vehicle, releasing RM8 for public duties. Picture by kind permission of E.F.E
There is a nice photo of 1368 in the last magazine by Dave Jones in a line up with
two other single deck Routemasters

EFE manufacturers have changed the order of production on some models which
as a result is causing havoc with their advertised release program so please be
patient.

26410 Daimler utility is a repainted bus into central red, originally green line
service D73 registration GYE 62 and is depicted on route 88 to Clapham
Common.  It was the last lobster back to run in service was due for release in July
had now been put back to early August. Should be available now.

IAN'S BUS STOP

He is always updating hid website and he has just added to his RTL individual bus
histories with two nice pictures of Cobham’s RTL139 operating in the snow on
the open day in 2008 well worth a view.

L.B.R.T

Customers please note as From the 21st July the contact address for L.B.R.T. will
be 14 Harebeating Crescent, Hailsham, East Sussex, BN27 1JH.
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OXFORD BEDFORD OWB - N GUAGE

One of the most popular small coaches favoured by the P.S.V. companies was the
Bedford OWB.  This bus has been equally popular with white metal kits appearing
in 4mm scale and now from Oxford in 2mm scale. The first release will be in their
military series for the Royal Navy and the Ministry of Supply to be followed in their
PSV version as City of Portsmouth and Southern National.

OMNIBUS ARCHIVE

Originally released on two VHS tapes these are now available on one DVD in HD
blu-ray compatibility. Introduced by John Huntley, they are available from Video
125. Omnibus London archive takes a nostalgic trip back to the streets of London
with 16mm film productions 9.5 mm cine and 35mm movie film for the cinema.
From London’s first horse bus through the B, K, and NS types to the ST and LT
of the 1930s. Other classes include the Q, C, CR, and RLH STL. Then continues
through to the RT, RTL, and RTW in the 1940s. The second part covers the
provinces from the south coast to the highlands. Log  on to www.video125.co.uk
and click on Omnibus Archive video.  You can view clips from the DVD on line
featuring these buses in service and many more from the period, running time 105
minutes.

The series also covers most tube lines in their “Driver’s View” series where you
view from the drivers cab from one end of the line to the other, including the
branch lines. As well as the driver’s view you will see the different control features
of the various stocks. See how the driver controls the doors by using the mirrors
and video screens strategically placed at the end of the platform. Unlike the 1938
stock on the I.O.W. which has a guard-cum conductor who operates the doors
from a control panel situated at the rear of the last coach.

The commentary accompanying the videos covers the history and expansion of
the various lines which together with developers expanded London’s suburbs.
Clips from some of these can also be viewed online before purchasing in a format
similar to YouTube.
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Book Reviews – Phill Cruise

Trolleybuses in East London – A Pictorial Survey
Published by the London Trolleybus Preservation Society - £18
(296 x 208mm)

This book has been out for a while and fits in nicely with another new book on
overhead wiring in the North and East London.  It has 128 pages, mostly with
three photographs on each and covers an area from Aldgate to North Woolwich
in the south to Tottenham Hale and Woodford in the north and Barkingside and
Chadwell Heath in the east.

Most photographs are in monochrome, but nine pages are in full colour as are
the front and back cover illustrations.  Vehicles featured ran from Clapton, Bow,
Poplar, West Ham, lea Bridge, Walthamstow, and Ilford Depots.  The South
African trolleybuses are heavily featured.  One famous survivor, shown when
briefly allocated to Walthamstow, is ex Bexleyheath trolley 796.  Another is
1521 working from its longest home, West Ham.  The resolution of the
photographs is excellent, as is the choice.  If you have not yet acquired this, the
latest book in the series, it is highly recommended.

London Trolleybus Wiring North East and East – Keith Farrow
– published by Trolleybooks - £17.50 (280 x148mm)

After a gap of nearly ten years, we have the final volume of the series of books
by Keith Farrow on London Trolleybus Wiring. IN fact it is two volumes in one,
hence the higher cost than previous volumes.

There are 148 pages with a mix of informative text, diagrams and photographs.
For those unfamiliar with this series of books, each section of trolleybus wiring
is described in detail: diagrams of junctions with many supporting photographs
supplementing the text.

All known variations and developments are documented with depot layouts
included.  the history of routes from the conversion from tramway until the
service reductions of January 1959 is covered.  The area is everything from a line
described by the Waltham Cross routes eastwards, covering all territory north
of the River Thames.  This book is a fascinating read and an excellent reference.
It too is highly recommended.
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As we go to press, amongst the vehicles confirmed for the October 23 event at
the Museum are the 1924 Leyland LB5 "Chocolate Express" and 1939 rear-
engined Leyland Cub CR16. Photos: Mike Sutcliffe/Michael Wickham
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Two Tax-efficient ways of Giving to Cobham

1. From your tax rebate via your Self-Assessment Form

Did you know that, if you do your tax return by self-assessment and are lucky
enough to be due a rebate, you can donate some or all of the rebate to
Cobham? This is because the Trust is a Registered Charity.

And the great thing is: the Revenue do all the work – they send us the money,
you don’t have to do anything – AND they will give us an extra 28p for each
£1 you donate. You can choose whether Cobham receives the money
anonymously or whether your name is disclosed.

If you complete your Tax Return by Self Assessment, whether on paper or
on-line, all you have to do is nominate the London Bus Preservation Trust to
receive all or part of your rebate by quoting our code HAT33TG on your tax
return (in part 19A or part 12 of the short return).

2. By remembering Cobham in your Will

If you are making, or reviewing, your Will, why not consider leaving a legacy to
Cobham? The money you leave to us in this way will help us to preserve
London’s Bus Heritage for future generations and will ensure that the support
you give us now continues after your death.

As a Registered Charity, the London Bus Preservation Trust pays no tax on
legacies it receives and we will therefore receive every penny of the money you
decide to pledge to us now for the future (subject to no change in current tax
rules). The most beneficial way for Cobham to receive legacies is for our
general funds. If, however, you would prefer to leave money for a specific
project, we would much appreciate discussing this with you first to ensure that
your wishes can be respected.

If you wish to discuss any aspect of these, or other, tax-efficient ways of giving
money to Cobham, please write to the Treasurer, Cobham Bus Museum,
Redhill Road, Cobham KT11 1EF quoting your phone number and when it
would be convenient for us to call you. Thank you for your support.
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